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Joe Kennedy walked into Zaftigs in Brookline the other day and ordered
the one thing that has kept him upright the last three weeks: coffee.

He and his wife, Lauren, just had their first child, Eleanor, and Ellie
Kennedy is already running the show, deciding who sleeps and who
doesn’t.

Having watched his wife in action, Kennedy now knows women are the
superior gender, that if men could get pregnant, paternity leave would
begin at the moment of conception and last for years.

Halfway through his second term in Congress, he is learning to be a

father, even as he is still learning how to be a congressman. There’s a
shared skill set.

When he’s not in Washington, he lives not far from where his great-

uncle, the assassinated president, was born. His family’s legacy is his

legacy, and it’s entirely appropriate that one of the issues he has taken
to heart is that messy intersection where mental health and addiction
collide and become entangled.
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His great-uncle
Ted, the late senator, and Ted’s son Patrick, the former
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congressman, were instrumental in the 2008 passage of the mental

health parity and addiction equity act, which requires insurers to cover

mental health and substance abuse treatment the same way they would
other medical issues. That law is routinely flouted.

So there’s a certain symmetry in Joe Kennedy being the one who would
put teeth in that law. Last month, he filed a bill that would require

insurers to disclose how often they deny mental health and substance
abuse claims and to explain why.

Five years ago, when Joe Kennedy was a prosecutor on the Cape, a

woman approached him at the courthouse and said, “I want you to hold
my son without bail.”

Her son was a combat veteran who came home and developed a raging

opiate addiction. He stole every piece of jewelry in the house. His father
found him a treatment bed, but it wouldn’t open until the following
Monday, so they filed charges and begged a judge to hold their son.

The kid looked up at the judge and said, “I’m an addict. I don’t know
what I would do if you release me.”

During his first run for Congress, Joe Kennedy told that story at
campaign stops.

“Everywhere I went, people came up to me and said, ‘That’s my son’s

story. Except he didn’t make it,’’’ he said. “It’s gotten worse since then.

We have a system that doesn’t work. The system is completely broken.”
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Reimbursement
for mental health therapists has shrunk to the point
Comments
that few will take insurance. It’s all out of pocket. He knows a

psychologist who was getting $8 an hour from Medicaid to treat poor
people. That didn’t even cover the paperwork.

The bill he filed is just one piece aimed at reforming a dysfunctional

system in which we have tried to lock up rather than treat those with

mental illnesses and addictions. Over the next seven months, he plans
to roll out a series of reforms.

As daunting a task as it seems, he is encouraged by changes both social
and political. Socially, the stigma of acknowledging mental illness and
addiction is receding; more families are speaking up.

Politically, Kennedy says bipartisanship really exists on this, because

mental illness and addiction know no boundaries. Kennedy teamed up
with Representative Susan Brooks, a Republican from Indiana, to
sponsor a bill on opioid abuse education and prevention.

Presidential rivals are talking about mental health and addiction on the
stump.

Closer to home, at different levels of government, Boston Mayor Marty

Walsh, a Democrat, and Governor Charlie Baker, a Republican, take the
issue as serious as any they face.

Changing a dysfunctional system requires action at every level: local,
state and federal.

“It’s about forcing a conversation,” a sleep-deprived Joe Kennedy said.
“We need to continue to force it.”
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Moments later,
he was bounding down Harvard Street. Ellie was awake,
Comments
and waiting.

Kevin Cullen is a Globe columnist. He can be reached at cullen@globe.com.
Follow him on Twitter @GlobeCullen.
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Vaccine rushed to Boston’s homeless after a death

Three men were infected, and one died, and officials have inoculated 600
homeless people in Boston since Tuesday.
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Ideas on how to make Natick a ‘cool’ town

Residents want more restaurants, cafes, bars, and even a grocery
store, a recent survey found.

MORE...

Edwin Alemany sentenced to life in prison for killing
Amy Lord

Cynthia Lord called her daughter’s death a “senseless act of violence,”

while an attack survivor said Amy Lord was her “guardian angel.”
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Natick house
fire leaves woman dead
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A woman was killed Saturday morning in a house fire that was discovered by a
firefighter on his way to work, officials said.

MORE...

Boston police officer placed on leave amid corruption probe

A nine-year police veteran has been placed on leave pending the outcome of an
anti-corruption investigation, authorities said.

MORE...

Harper Lee, 89, author of ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’

Lee, who once aspired to be the Jane Austen of southern Alabama,
won the Pulitzer Prize for her book “To Kill a Mockingbird.”

MORE...

Even in prison, ‘Whitey’ Bulger is pushing boundaries
Basking in his perverse celebrity behind bars, the ancient hoodlum
has been busy getting himself and others in trouble.

MORE...

Development plans rile some in Brookline

Chapter 40B proposals in South Brookline, Chestnut Hill, and
Coolidge Corner could add up to 316 new housing units.
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The Argument: Should Newton enact a seasonal ban
on leaf blowers?
Read two views and vote in our online poll.
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Suspect
arrested in UMass incident that locked down
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campus
William McKeown, 19, of Framingham, turned himself in after an

arrest warrant was issued by UMass police.
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Umberto Eco, 84, scholar and novelist

Umberto Eco was an Italian scholar in the arcane field of semiotics
who became the author of best-selling novels.
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Pedestrian struck and killed in Cambridge is identified

A woman who died after being struck by a car Thursday morning in Cambridge
has been identified as Marcie Mitler, according to authorities.

MORE...

A devastating mismatch: City vs. scofflaw landlords

Some of the giants in the student rental trade also lead the pack in

code offenses. Their victims are beleaguered tenants — and a college

town’s reputation.
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In Easthampton village, everyone helps the children

Treehouse is where once-traumatized children are raised in a quiet,
understanding, supportive neighborhood.
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VA to spend $1.7 million on Jamaica Plain hospital
repairs

The Veterans Affairs hospital will reopen for limited care Monday

after a series of pipe bursts forced its closure.
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Heavy fire destroys old mill building in Fall River

No injuries reported in the blaze that ripped through the vacant building around 3
a.m.

MORE...

Are incomes rising in your community?

Amid an uneven recovery, some Greater Boston suburbs have fared
better than others, with Weston leading the way.
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Judge rules that jury can see SUV at issue in Aaron
Hernandez case

A dealership that leased the vehicle to the former Patriot cannot get it

back until after his double murder trial in Boston ends.
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Search underway for root cause of commuter rail woes
Twenty-four hours after a computer outage paralyzed South Station,
commuter trains were back to normal Friday morning.
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Leahy says senators should not serve if they are afraid
to vote

The Vt. Democrat said the GOP leadership would be shirking its duty

if it blocks a vote on a Supreme Court nominee.
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